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Description Stock #380671 - This fifth wheel is loaded and ready to hit the road! Exceptionally
clean with great amenities!If you are looking for a great Fifth Wheel for your
family - you can stop the search! This 2021 Cameo 3891MK by Crossroads has all
the features and options that make hitting the road in this RV - fun for
everyone!Custom solid surface countertops throughout - Furrion Chef Collection
Stainless Steel Appliances in the Galley, two 15K BTU ducted roof-mounted AC
units keep it cool on the hottest of days, and two electric fireplaces plus 35,000
BTU furnaces will keep you warm on the coldest of nights. The unit is designed
and built with the Extreme Weather Package that includes additional insulation
throughout the unit, heated holding tanks, and improved cooling -- and, best of all -
a tankless water heater - so you never have to worry about running out of hot
water. The unit is equipped with washer and dryer units already installed, and it is
prepped for side view cameras and solar systems, too!The layout is roomy and
comfortable, with four slideouts - (one is a slide within a slide) in the master
bedroom/bath areas. The living area has opposing slides that create an open
layout with a center kitchen island with a large farm-style sink - the dual power
recliners with heat and massage are just beyond the dining table with four chairs.
They face the entertainment center with a large flat-screen TV equipped with a
sound bar, Bluetooth and stereo systems, and a DVD player, too!The tri-fold
sleeper sofa quickly converts into a queen-sized bed with the ceiling fan directly
overhead. The galley features a large pantry, the Furrion Chef Collection Stainless
Steel Appliances, including a residential three-door refrigerator/freezer, a four-
burner gas stovetop with cast iron grating with a gas oven below, and a super
vent hood above. There is also a 30-inch over-the-counter convection microwave
unit and lots of cabinet and countertop space.Just up the steps, you find the full
bathroom with two entrances (one from the hallway and one from the master
bedroom). The bathroom features dual sinks and a large shower with a seat and
skylight overhead for lots of natural light in the bathroom area. Plenty of cabinet
space, a center medicine cabinet, and matching mirrors over the dual sinks.The
master bedroom features a pedestal-style king bed with storage below and a
second electric fireplace just above the dresser at the foot of the bed and below
the large wall-mounted TV - perfect for watching your favorite movie or show in
bed! The large walk-in closet has separate clothes washer and dryer units already
installed and plenty of wardrobe closet space for your clothes.Outside, two power
awnings allow you to extend the fun outdoors at the campsite and make this unit
a great one for tailgating! The unit has a six-point auto-leveling system, so setup
and breakdown are quick and easy! All of the systems are clearly marked and
easily accessed around the RV's exterior. The RV is equipped with 14-ply tires
rated to carry heavy loads. Don't hesitate to contact us with any questions or to
schedule an appointment to see this listing in person - you won't be
disappointed!We are looking for people all over the country who share our love for
boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product and like the idea of working from
home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to learn more.This listing has
now been on the market a couple months. Please submit any and all offers
today!Reason for selling is life changes - no longer able to use it..You have
questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling
your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell thousands of units
every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll get started selling
your RV today.
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Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 380671
VIN Number: rvusa-380671
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 38

Item address 31014, Cochran, Georgia, United States
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